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ABSTRACT 
Using elementary methods, a positive answer is given to a question of A. D. Sands concerning fac- 
torizations of abelian groups. We then indicate how our approach to Sands’s question has its roots 
in a result on the ergodic theory of infinite measure preserving transformations due to Eigen, Ha- 
jian and Ito. 
1. SANDS’S PROBLEM AND AN ELEMENTARY SOLUTION 
In [2], A.D. Sands notes that a positive answer to the following problem would 
simplify the proofs in [2]. Our Theorem 1.1 which is proved using elementary 
arguments, provides (as a special case) such a positive answer. Here is Sands’s 
problem: 
Problem(Sands). Suppose that G = A + B is a factorization of the group G, and 
that the subset A isjinite. Suppose that a subset C of G exists such that IAl = ICI 
and the sum of C and B is direct. Does it follow that G = C + B? 
The terminology from [2] is as follows: the “group” G is an additive abelian 
group; the cardinality of a set C is denoted 1 Cl; for subsets A, B of G their sum is 
A + B = {a + b : a E A, b E B}. When each element of A + B is expressed 
uniquely in this way, the sum is called direct and we write A + B = A $ B. A 
factorization of G, means that for some sets A and B, G = A 8 B. 
In this note, we write -A = {-a : a E A} and A - A = A + (-A), the difiv- 
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ence set of A. When A + B = G (not necessarily direct) we say the sum is ex- 
haustive. 
The following result contains a positive answer to Sands’s question. 
Theorem 1.1. Let G = A $ B be a factorization of the abelian group G with 
IAl < 00. Consider the three conditions on a subset C c G. 
i) ICI = IAl. 
ii) C + B = C $ B; i.e., the sum is direct. 
iii) C + B = G; i.e., the sum is exhaustive. 
Then, whenever a subset C satisjies any two of the above conditions it must satisfy 
the remaining condition. 
If IA/ = cc the conclusion to Sands’s question need not hold (just let C be A 
with one element removed, for example). 
If IG] < 00 the result is trivial. The implication that conditions ii) and iii) 
imply condition i) does not require that IAl < DC). 
The theorem can actually be derived from a similar result in [I] on the ergo- 
die theory of infinite measure preserving transformations. However, we first 
give a complete and elementary proof without any reference to ergodic theory. 
The theorem is an immediate consequence of the following lemma on ele- 
mentary properties for sums. Except for (8) we do not require IAl < 00. 
Lemma 1.2. Let A, B, C be subsets of the abelian group G. 
(0) A + B = A $ B ifand only if(A - A) n (B - B) = (0). 
(1) IfA + B is direct then so is A + (-B). 
(2) IfA + B is direct, then (A + g) + B is directfor each g E G. 
(3) IfA+B=Gthen(A+g)+B=GforaZZgEG. 
(4) IfA+B=A@BthenIC 2 xjCfl(A+b)l. 
bcB 
(5) IfA+B=GthenjCI I~ICn(A+b)l. 
bEB 
(6) IfA@B=GthenICI=~ICn(A+b)l. 
beB 
(7) IfA+B=A@BandC+B=GthenIAl I ICI. 
(8) IfA $ B = Gand IAl < cc then A $ (-B) = G. 
Proof. (O), (0, (21, (31, (41, (5) and (6) are clear from the definitions. To prove 
(7), we use 
IAI = IA n Gl = IA f- (ubEB(c + b))l 
5 ElAn(C+b)I 
beB 
= c I(A - b) n Cl 
beB 
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(8) was proved by Sands (Theorem 2, [2]) by extending (Theorem 1, [2]) a tech- 
nique of Tijdeman [3]. Here we derive the result directly. To prove (8) we need 
only show the A + (-B) is exhaustive, as (2) implies that the sum is direct. For 
each g E G we have 
IAl = IA n GI = IA n UbEB((A +g) + b)l 
= I Ubte ((A -b) n (A +d)l 
=~I(~-uw+d 
brB 
I IA +g/ = IAl < 00. 
Hence the inequality must be an equality, and so the disjoint sum Cbt B ](A - 
b) n (A + g) ] counts every member in A + g. From this we conclude that A + 
g C UbEB(kt - b) (disjoint) = A $ (-I?). Since this holds for all g E G and 
UsEG(A+g)==GwehaveA@(-B)=G. 
Proof (of Theorem 1.1). There are three implications to prove, i) and ii) + iii) 
(this answers the Sands question), i) and iii) + ii), and ii) and iii) + i). The first 
two implications require that IAl < co. 
First assume ]A] < 00, and using (2),(3),(8) we will need the following fact 
(for the first two implications) which is true for each g E G 
ICI=ICnGI=lu bd(A+g-b)nc)/ 
=Cl(A+g-WT)l 
beB 
=)-J~~+dfY~+~)l. 
beB 
i) and ii) + iii): Assuming that ICI = IAl < cc and C + B = C $ B, then for 
eachg E G 
=IUbcB(hg)n(C+6)1 
< IA +gl = IAl < cm. 
This says A + g c C f B for each g E G and since u,,G(A + g) = G, it follows 
that C + B = G, i.e. iii). This answers Sands’s question. 
i) and iii) + ii): Now we assume ICI = ]A] < 00, and C + B = G. 
~.lcl=IcnGI=Cl(A+g)n(C:+b)l 
beB 
2 l(A +8) n (UbEB(c + b))( 
= IA +g/ = IAl 
This means that the intersection of C f b and C + b’ for b # b’ must be empty 
on A + g for every g E G. Since U, E GA + g = G, then (C + b) n (C + b’) = 0 if 
b # b’, i.e., (ii). 
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ii) and iii) 3 i): This implication is an immediate consequence of two applica- 
tions of (7). First, A + B = A @ B and C + B = G imply /A] 5 JC]. The reverse 
inequality JCI 5 ]A] also follows from (7), by simply interchanging the roles of 
A and C. Note that we do not require that IA] < 00 for this last implication in 
the Theorem. 
2. ERGODIC THEORY 
Our approach to Sands’s questions has its roots in the ergodic theory of infinite 
measure preserving transformations. Let (X, p) be an infinite measure space. 
Let T be an invertible measure preserving transformation of (X, b), 
T : (X, p) -+ (X, p). A subset W c X is said to be weakly wandering for a se- 
quence B of the integers if the collection of sets { Tb( W) : b E B} is pairwise 
disjoint. The set W is called exhaustive for the sequence B if X = Ub,BT’( W). 
The following theorem on exhaustive weakly wandering sets was proved by 
Eigen, Hajian and Ito [l]. 
Theorem 2.1 (Eigen-Hajian-Ito [l]). Let T be an ergodic injnite measurepre- 
serving transformation of the sigmafinite measure space (X, p). Let W c X be an 
exhaustive and weakly wandering set for the sequence of integers B. Suppose 
p(W) < co. Consider the three conditions for some subset V c X 
i> PL( V = PC WI. 
ii) V is weakly wandering for B. 
iii) V is exhaustive for the set B. 
Then, when a subset V satisfies any two of the above conditions, it must satisfy the 
third. Furthermore, the implication that ii) and iii) imply i) does not require the 
assumption that p(W) < co. 
We have adapted the Eigen-Hajian-Ito proof to prove Theorem 1.1 (and there- 
fore answers Sands’s question) when X = G, p is counting measure on the set of 
all subsets of G, and Tg(x) = x + g for x E G, W = A and V = C. Note that 
strictly speaking, the Theorem above does not apply to prove Theorem 1.1 since 
the G-action is not ergodic. 
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